2016 ford f150 stereo upgrade

Kicker 6. A package for Fs without a center channel is also available. Call Us Call Us. We price
match! Call ! Part : 15F Put me on the Waiting List. Price Match. This set of five Kicker KS-Series
speakers install in place of your truck's stock speakers and offer up a huge improvement in
both sound quality and sound volume so that you can blast your tunes of choice without
distortion or poor sound quality. The package comes with a pair of Kicker KSC 6. Each speaker
is made with extremely stiff polypropylene cones with durable rubber surrounds that allow the
woofer to generate more bass response than your more basic factory speakers. The tweeters of
each speaker have a dome-style design and are made using a silk material with neodymium
magnets that all work together to generate clean, crisp highs with minimal levels of distortion,
even at high volume. All four speakers come ready to be installed out of the box. Wiring and
removal of your stock speaker surrounds are required for installation. Write a Review. Reviews
Sorting most helpful to least helpful high to low rating low to high rating newest to oldest oldest
to newest. Installed these speakers a month ago and am very satisfied with their performance.
Night to day difference from stock speakers! Most dramatic playing CD's. I simply tore each
door speaker out from its bracket and used the included screws to fasten each kicker speaker
into the existing bracket these self tapped through the plastic. I then soldered the included
kicker pigtails to each connector attached to each bracket.. No need to cut ANY connectors
from the truck! The center speaker was just as easy. I was able to desolder the connector on the
existing speaker and solder it to the new kicker again saving cutting a connector and splicing. I
am very glad I bought these speakers. Did you find this helpful? I am very pleased with the
upgraded sound from the door and dash speakers. I watched some youtube videos for the
install, and ended up cannibalizing the stock speakers in order to use them as mounts. Screwed
them in place, soldered the lines in, use hot glue to create a seal to the base, and then applied
some weather stripping to the outside lip to better help direct the sound. Installation was very
easy. Invested in a plastic trim tool kit from Amazon and every door panel popped off very
effortlessly. I purchased Metra speaker adapters and wiring harnesses so install time was as
quick as screwing speakers in to new adaptors and back onto doors. Sound was improved. I
now have installed a 5 channel JL amplifier for the door speakers and a 13 inch thin JL sub
while keeping my dash center and pillar tweeters on factory amp. The sound is incredible. The
kickers see 75 watts each and really play loud and crisp. My output to aftermarket amp is from a
pac audio ampro. I'm able to retain all chimes and sync3 sounds through speakers and still
have full range inputs to amp. With use of their wiring harness I was able to install a full system
and not cut one factory wire in my pick up. Installed these in my F with the 7 speakers setup
non-Sony. I kept the stock head unit and the tweeters in the pillars. These speakers are a great
upgrade in sound quality especially at higher volume but don't expect huge bass increase with
the stock head unit. There is plenty of potential with this package if you want to upgrade your
system later with aftermarket head unit and amplifier. The installation took me about 2 hours, I
didn't want to drill new holes in the doors and cut any wires as the truck is brand new so I
bought plastic adapters and connectors to install them. For the center speaker I just solder the
connector from the stock speaker on the new one. I'm a happy customer. Not much of an
upgrade from stock. Has great mid base but no additional clarity. The extra mid base makes the
panels rattle so you need to spend more to stop all the rattles. Yes the kit is "better" but I would
rather spend on a kit that performs noticeably better than the OEM Sony system in terms of
clarity than low end thump. Great product. Easy install. Not impressed hardly any mids come
thru these speakers. Installed all 6 speakers, the 3. They have a good sound, much better than
the factory. Took about 3 hrs. Cut the old speakers from their bracket so I could use the oem
connection.. All in All nice setup for a good price. Drastically exceeded my expectations! These
sound great. Huge improvement over the stock speakers. Install took about 2 hours. Even better
than expected! After receiving for Christmas, my husband had them installed in an hour and the
quality is far better than the Sony's he replaced. Excellent low cost upgrade. Easy to install.
Kicker compact sub is next. I'm pleased with the results of the speaker upgrade and the price
point on this kit. The metra kits allowed my to self tap screw into them with stock screws and
not use what was provided in the Kicker speaker boxes. All in all, the installation was simple, I
hard wired the speakers using poke and wrap after figuring out polarity from a youtube video.
Super simple to install if you have ever done anything like this before. Overall sound quality IS
better than my stock Sony speakers. I would say from a B- quality stock to an A. I am a bit
disappointed in the thump but the tones are good enough for me at my age; and I didn't have
high expectations on an 8 sub. Have Questions? Do these speakers have a wiring harness that
hooks right to the factory wiring? Also do all ford base speakers have a center channel? I was
not aware I had a center channel in my xlt. They do not have a wiring harness. They'll require
cutting off the stock connector and using Kicker's include pigtails. Double-check before you
place your order. Was this answer helpful? Submit an answer. Is the base audio system without

a factory amp using the factory 8" head unit going to have enough power to push these
speakers without adding an amp? The speakers will function just fine without an additional
amp, though if you don't have the Sony System, please ensure that your truck has a center
channel speaker. Otherwise, the kit you need is right here. Are these speakers really an
upgrade, the price seems really low for a good set of speakers? The factory speakers sound
good in my truck, but I have not seen or read any reviews of how these perform. Over the stock
Sony System Speakers, they made a noticeable difference in sound quality, especially when
blaring things like Scandinavian Death Metal and such. However, the change definitely isn't as
dramatic as a speaker swap on a truck with base audio, and if you're into more mellow music,
the upgrade may not be worth it. However, the Kicker KS-Series are excellent speakers, and
probably offer up some of the best bang-for-your-buck sound quality out there. This package is
still fairly new, but we've had a few customers order, so hopefully we'll see some reviews
coming in shortly and you won't just have to take our word for it. Hello, I recently received this
speaker upgrade. To my surprise they are not a quick bolt on installation. It looks like I will have
to create a custom mount or adapter because we can not reuse the factory speaker mount
bracket. Do you have any suggestions on installation or know if anyone sells brackets that will
work for the F? They will not have an easy, drop-in install due to the way Ford enclosed their
own speakers in proprietary surrounds. We'll have an installation video up soon. For our install,
we mounted the front 6x9" speakers offset with three new mounting holes drilled in the front
door. We installed the rear 6. With the system do you recommend replacing the tweeter too or
leaving them or just unplugging them? If you mean the tweeters in the A-Pillars, you could just
unplug them, since the KS Series speakers will likely just drown them out. Will this upgrade be
a noticeable difference with the factory Sony system? We thought it was in our 3. The difference
is really going to depend on what kind of music you listen to and how big of a stickler you are
for sound quality. Is this a base system you refer to in your description? I pulled the centre
channel speaker and noticed it is an 8 ohm speaker. I would like to replace this first with a
kicker ks35 speaker of 4 ohms. Would there be any issues or problems just replacing this to
start as in a month or two then replacing the remaining 4 speakers with kicker ks speakers?
Also any recommendations on kicker speakers to replace the pillar tweeters? Thanks appreciate
your helping and providing performance upgrade information for us ,Ford F owners.
Technically, you're between base audio if you have seven speakers on a truck not equipped
with the Sony system, which isn't as common as the other two setups. Tweeters that will fit the
pillars are located here. After installing the kicker system, can you still use Bluetooth and Siri
that is available with the sync 3 system in the f? I want to make sure that all of the factory
options are still available after installing these before I purchase the system. Assuming a
correct speaker install and wiring, all of your stock head unit options should function just as
they would before without issue. Where is the factory amp located? Unfortunately, we won't be
doing an amp swap with our Sony System amp, as the signal processor in the Sony amp is
fairly specific for Ford's head unit and the Sony Speakers, and would require a custom wiring
solution for questionable overall gains. The Sony amp is located on the Sony subwoofer
assembly behind the rear seats. Does the base audio actually have a center channel speaker?
Does it support the up grade to center channel kit like this? We're asking everyone to check
before ordering. Reward Points. Call now for Availability Free Shipping! Kicker 10" Hideaway
Subwoofer. Ships in 1 Business Day Free Shipping! Mailing List. Email Address GO. The email
you entered isn't valid. You subscribed successfully. You're unsubscribed. Categories F 3. Mini
Cart 0 Items. Search Search. Kicker 3. Your VIN number. Genuine Ford 8" Capacitive
Touchscreen. Screen to module cable. GPS antenna. Pre-programming for your car,no dealer
visit required. Forscan OBD2 programming tool Backup for online programming if you changed
or added features from factory. A:You can check our compatibility list to see if your car in the
list,or you can contact us with your VIN number and radio screen picture. Not sure which SYNC
you have? Click HERE please. A: Yes some competitors build up their brands earlier than us but
that doesn't mean there is much difference of the products itself,to providing competitive
products to satisfy our valued clients is one of our brand's vision,and we are continually
providing affordable price,professional experience and skills,better after sale service,and new
technologies to achieve that. A:Factory warranty not void although Ford will not warranty our
kit,we provide one year warranty. A:Ford have added impressive new functionality, while also
making your overall system function better. Take advantage of enhancements that will help you
be more productive and your commute more efficient. The newest version now is V3. Your can
click HERE for more information. A:This tool is for spare using for online programming,if you
have changed or added some features from factory like change tire size,this can be used to
correct the code. Also it can use for your future upgrades like LCD cluster upgrade,power folder
mirror and error clearance etc. Works well so far. Great functionality. All parts came in worked

as advertised. I had very little trouble doing this as a DIY project and the supplied a nice box of
panel tools and the OBD cable was also supplied and was hoping not to use it but I had to make
a change in the FORscan program which is easily downloaded for free. It was a learning curve
for me but far better then paying someone else to do it. All in all very happy customer.
Awesome radio upgrade. Feel like I have a new truck. Great price and great customer service.
Radio has been in truck 6 months with zero issues. Cart 0. Shipping calculated at checkout. Add
to Cart. Radio bezel may gently used Mount brackets may gently used. Conversion power
harness. Something you may ask: Manual climate control cannot upgrade to automatic by our
solution. Factory warranty not void although Ford will not warranty our kit,we provide one year
warranty. SiriusXM subscriptionswill remain not be affected. FAQ 1. Q:Can it fit my car? Q:Why
are you cheaper than competitors? Q:Will my old factory features be affected? Q:Can I still
upgrade system in the future? A:Yes you still can upgrade from USB port when it's available.
A:No,you need another kits. Q:How long warranty I have? Can it affect Ford warranty? Q:If my
vehicle equipped manual Climate,can I upgrade to auto Climate after this upgrade? A:No,you
will still have manual climate. Customer Reviews. Very responsive customer service. Product
cane as described. Great upgrade! Would highly recommend!! But what if you could have the
best of both worlds? What if you could upgrade your older Ford model so that it features the
new systems new Ford models boast? Now you can thanks to the FordPass SmartLink system.
Once you do that, and follow a few simple prompts, FordPass SmartLink lets you enjoy all of the
new technology features of modem-equipped new Ford cars, trucks and SUVs. This entry was
posted on Tuesday, June 26th, at am and is filed under Ford , Technology. You can follow any
responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You can skip to the end and leave a response.
Pinging is currently not allowed. I have a F and want to get a hotspot for it for traveling.. I can be
reached at the email above or Thanks Logan. The model year is not listed. I have a ford fxl with
the factory sync-3 upgrade. Am I really left out? Any options for me? Winder, GA Sales: Service:
Call Menu. Share Tweet Pin. More from Akins Ford. Mike Mariscal says:. January 15, at pm.
January 20, at pm. Rodney says:. January 23, at pm. Richard Sadowski says:. January 25, at am.
Leave a Reply Click here to cancel reply. Name required. Your Comment. Search for:.
Responsive Dealer Website by. We have lots more on the site to show you. You've only seen
one page. Check out this post which is one of the most popular of all time. If you are trying to
upgrade or add navigation to your current F, be prepared to do some research. It can be
complicated, which is why we have developed this guide. How do I upgrade or add navigation to
a Ford F? You must consider the year, model, and if it is even compatible with today Sync 3.
You must find the database version, and also make sure you get the right map upgrades. Some
vehicles can only be upgraded at the dealership, other you can do in your driveway. First,
before we go into more details, no matter whether you are going to upgrade or add navigation to
your F, you will be following similar basic steps:. Whether you are upgrading or adding a
navigation system, you must cross-reference the Database version with the current map system
to ensure that the correct software is installed. You can find the database on your existing
stereo system in the settings. If you are using an SD Card to update your Ford F navigation
system, you want to make sure that it is inserted all the way until you hear a click. The most
common mistake made is finding a compatible device or Map card. The most recent version is
A10 and B10; You should also be aware that in some instances, the F must be updated by a
dealer. You can use an SD card from anywhere you want as long as the region is the same. You
need to make sure that you are not trying to use an SD Card that is not compatible with your F
year, model, and region. You can find out the information needed from the settings in the
vehicle dashboard. After determining your Sync Software and Database versions, then you
would be able to order the correct SD card. You can find the SD cards from a number of
different places other than the dealer. You want to do your due diligence and know that you are
purchasing the correct version. You may run into some trouble trying to update your current
software version of your Ford F You can download the software version onto a USB drive and
upload it to the new software to the Truck itself. As of the time of writing this article, the latest
software version is SYNC 3. Afterward, you can order your SD card from Ford or another
reputable online storefront that carries the correct SD cards. One of the first steps that need to
be taken regardless of the truck is to determine what Sync Software and Database versions you
need. You can find this information under the settings tab on your Ford F radio. Push down on
the settings gear icon, and then press the Help Button. From the help screen, press down on the
system information button and write down the information that you see. You will need both of
these numbers to upgrade your navigation. There is a nifty chart here that you can download as
a reference. You are looking for the version number, which will follow a sequence similar to the
following 1. The third set of numbers determines the update sequence that a specific stereo
must follow. You will need the V. You would then navigate on your browser to the webpage and

enter the information into the service portal. You would just need to download the software and
install it into the Ford F The write speed needs to be higher than usual, or the update will take a
lot longer than an hour. You can find some compatible USB drives on Amazon. The system file
will read sync You can open the file using file explorer and copy the three items over to your
Formatted USB 3. Make sure you turn off the Engine Idle shut down for push-button start
models. Here is a video that walks you through step by step to upgrading your Navigation with a
software-only update. A second option you can use to update your Ford F navigation system is
the SD card insert option. The SD card reader should be located in the center console below the
radio. It will be a little black box tucked away in the corner. You can recognize the spot because
of the SD label that will be below the opening. The input is a line almost with an indent in the
middle of the line. After you have located the SD card slot, turn off the ignition. Push in on the
old SD card, and it should raise towards you, giving you space to grab the SD card. You do want
the label facing the passenger side of the vehicle. Push the SD card into the reader until it clicks
lightly into the F Turn the Truck ignition on and wait for the maps to update. Prior to the Year
model, you will need to use the CD version of the Ford F navigation updates. Ford only supports
updates going back to the year If your model year is between , then you will need to order the
CD here. The old-style Gracenote system will still be supported using these discs. You would
turn the car on and just insert the drive into the radio. The Disc will update and download the
maps up to the version. There is no way to upgrade past the map database without having a
navigation unit that is post and Using Sync3. However, Sync 3. The SD cards only work with one
vehicle also, so you cannot buy one for a group of people, the card must be inserted into the
vehicle it is being used in. The SD cards are non-writable, so you cannot copy them onto
another SD card. If you do not currently have a navigation system installed on your Ford F, then
you will need to replace some of the internal parts of the stereo in order to get the Navigation
feature. This upgrade would need to be completed prior to attempting to install the map packs.
These upgrade instructions work for model years and above. One of the first parts that you are
going to need to replace is the Sync Module behind the stereo system in your Ford F You must
remove the current stereo system and bezel units. Remove the current Sync module from the
rear of the stereo and replace it with the new module. You must install the SD card to load the
maps into the Navigation system. Turn the Truck back on, and you should now see the
Navigation tab as well as the entertainment tab available to you. Afterward, you can just
upgrade your maps by upgrading your software and SD map cards. If you choose to use the
USB versions of the Map, there is a chance that it will not work correctly unless you also
upgrade the interface module. For the year models prior to the end of , you are going to have to
install a completely new unit with a Newly upgraded Bezel. You will also need a few tools to get
started on this project. After removing the bezel, then you need to disconnect the air controls
and other button modules from the bottom of the control hub. Then you can remove the radio
module from the dashboard in your truck and disconnect it. The challenging part comes with
installing the GPS antenna. To install the GPS antenna, remove the center speaker and place the
antenna inside that center part and route the Connection cord behind the stereo. If your Truck
already has Sync there, then you must also replace the steering wheel controls with the
upgraded navigation controls. They look exactly the same, but the original controls do not work
with the new SYNC 3. The next step is to install the wiring harness to connect the clock spring
connector depending on whether you have Sony sound or not; it would depend on what you
connect. If you have Sony sound, you need to clip the red and yellow wires on this harness and
install them into slots 16 and 17 on the back of the connector. If your truck needs to use the
voice activation, then you will most likely need to install the procedure two harnesses into the
Sync Module on the tap portion of the center console. You then need to connect these wires
into the number 13 for the blue wire and the red one to cavity Reconnect the sync module and
move on to the next steps. Then you can connect the radio, remember to reconnect your
satellite radio if you have it. The maps will work if they are pre-installed on the stereo; if not, you
will need to update the plans using the CD. There are several aftermarket systems, but one that
gets a lot of attention is the Advent OE Navigation system for Ford. The Advent navigation
system is available from Amazon for a reasonable price. You will need to use an install harness
to install the stereo and make sure it is compatible with your F The Advent system is more of a
GPS module than a stereo module. The User interface is easy to use and allows for a
customizable feel after the initial set up. The Advent system has all of the features that you
would expect from an aftermarket stereo and then even some extras. The turn-on volume is one
of our favorite features as it sets the volume at the same level every time you get into the car. In
order to update the maps on the advent system, you have to go to their website and download
their data maps. They use the Igo Primo map system and provide support on their site here. The
Igo
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Primo is one of the top navigation systems similar to the Garmin systems. Here is a video that
reviews the advent stereo system. It can be challenging installing new software or even
updating existing software to show the current information. As long as your sync Software is
up-to-date and compatible with your current version of Sync. If you have enjoyed this guide one
how to upgrade your Ford F navigation system, please do share on social media. Hi I'm Josh
and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started this website in in order to share all my projects and
custom mod tips that I've done with my own Ford F The new Land Rover navigation update is
out now. The links below will take you through to the lowest possible prices and best deals on
official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click the link On this page you can find links which
take you through to the lowest possible prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see Skip
to content. Before you go, check this out! Continue Reading.

